
 

 

Computer Graphics Questions (7
th

 Semester) 

 

Objective Questions (Each contains 2marks) 

1. What is Computer Graphics? 

2. Write the properties of video display devices? 

3. Write the essential application of computer-graphic? 

4. Write the difference between vector and raster graphics? 

5. What are the advantages and disadvantages of direct view storage tubes? 

6. Define Aspect Ratio? 

7. Differentiate between Raster and Vector Graphics? 

8. What are the advantage and disadvantages of DDA Algorithm? 

9. Difference between DDA and Bresenham's line drawing algorithm. 

10. What is Translation? 

11. What is Reflection? 

12. What is Shearing? 

13. What is viewing transformation? 

14. Define Clipping and Clip window. 

15. Differentiate between parallel projections from perspective projection. 

16. What is the need for space partitioning representation? 

17. What is the quadric surfaces? 

18. Difference between CMY and HSV color models. 

19. What is dithering? 

20. List out the various properties that describe the characteristics of light. 

21. What is an animation? 

22. What is Fractal? 

23. What is the Koch curve? 

24. What are Morphing and tweening? 

25. What is a Scripting system? 

26. Define refresh/frame buffer. 

27. What is the resolution? 

28. Define Window and viewport. 

29. Distinguish between window port and viewport? 

30. What are blobby objects? 

31. What are the Spline curves? 

32. What are the advantages of B spline over Bezier curve? 

33. What is a Rasterization? 

34. How will you represent a curve in graphics? 

35. Mention the uses of Chromaticity Diagram? 

36. What is interactive computer Graphics? 



 

 

37. What does it mean by RGB? 

38. What is VDU? 

39. What is Projection? 

40. List some 3D viewing devices. 

 

Short questions (Each contains six mark) 

1. Define the generic computer graphics system architecture with diagram. 

2. Explain the basic operation of cathode ray tube. 

3. What do you mean by refresh cathode ray tube? Explain its operation process. 

4. Explain raster scan display and random scan display. Also explain its differences. 

5. State basic architecture of color cathode ray tube. 

6. What do you mean by flat panel display? Explain different flat panel display. 

7. Write short note on raster scan video controller. 

8. Write short note on raster scan frame buffer. 

9. Write short note on raster scan display processor. 

10. Explain the architecture of random scan system. 

11. Explain basic video control refresh operation with diagram. 

12. Elaborate about graphics software and standardized graphics software. 

13. Particularly emphasizing on scan conversion methods for raster scan conversion 

approach, explain on points plotting and line drawing methods. 

14. Write the digital differential analyzer scan conversion line algorithm and explain it. 

15. How pixel screen positions stored linearly in row-major order within the frame 

buffer explain with an example? 

16. Explain the scan line polygon fill algorithm. 

17. What is inside-outside tests? Explain 

18. Explain boundary-fill algorithm and flood fill algorithm. 

19. What do you mean by character generation? Explain. 

20. Explain the attributes of line datail. 

21. Explain the attributes of area-fill detail. 

22. Explain the attributes of character detail. 

23. Explain the two-dimensional basic transformation. 

24. Write short note on reflection. 

25. Write short note on shear. 

26. Explain on window to viewpoint transformation. 

27. What do you mean by window to viewport coordinate transformation? Explain. 

28. Explain Cohen-Sutherland line clipping approach. 

29. Explain Liang-Barsky line clipping approach. 

30. Explain Nicholl-Lee-Nicholl line clipping approach. 

31. Explain line clipping using Nonrectangular clip windows. 

32. Give an example on vector method for splitting concave polygon. 



 

 

33. Explain Weiler-Atherton polygon clipping. 

34. Explain Sutherland-Hodgeman polygon clipping. 

35. Explain the pipeline for transformationing a view of a world-coordinate scene to 

device coordinates.  

36. Explain polygon surface and polygon table. 

37. Explain parallel projection transformation. 

38. Explain perspective projection transformation. 

39. Explain back-face detection. 

40. Explain depth buffer method. 

 

Long questions (Each contains sixteen mark) 

1. What is computer graphic? Explain the application of computer graphics. 

2. Explain evolution of video display devices with its architecture. 

3. Explain the architecture of raster scan system. 

4. What are the graphics input devices? Explain. 

5. Write the Bresenham’s line algorithm and explain it. Generate the pixels and draw 

the line with end points (20, 10) and (30, 18). 

6. Write midpoint circle algorithm. Explain the algorithm with an example. 

7. Write midpoint ellipse algorithm. Explain the algorithm with an example. 

8. Explain the two-dimensional matrix representation basic transformation and its 

representation in terms of homogeneous coordinates. 

9. What are composite transformations? Explain. 

10. Explain the clipping operations. 

11. Explain the three-dimensional display methods. 

12. Explain on quadric surface and superquadrics. 

13. Explain the cubic spline interpolation method. 

14. Explain on Bezier curves and surfaces. 

15. Explain on B-spline curves and surfaces. 

16. Explain the three-dimensional basic transformation and its matrix representation. 

17. Explain basic illumination model. 

18. Explain XYZ, RGB, YIQ and CMY colormodels. 

 


